
EOPLE ARE dying out there! How many times

have you heard that said in the last 16 months? I

heard a racecourse executive recently give it as

a reason for why owners and trainers shouldn’t

be complaining about the appalling state of

prize-money in Britain. I had it used directly against me in

many (anti)social media posts when I, along with Ralph

Beckett and many others less inclined to put their heads above

the parapet, said that Nick Rust was the wrong person to be

handling the crisis facing our industry and should not be

allowed to work his notice; and I have heard it used on

countless other occasions when, frankly, it had nothing

whatsoever to do with the subject being discussed.

I am of course, like everyone else, acutely aware of the fact

that people are dying out there. Not because I know anyone

who has died of Covid-19, or as is far more commonly the

case, has died with Covid-

19; and not, as far as I am

aware, because I know

anyone who has died within

28 days of having had a

positive test. And not

because we are reminded on

a daily basis of the numbers

who have died, in Britain

and throughout the rest of

the world, during this

pandemic. But I know because, in these unprecedented times,

when someone we know or care for dies we are left with a

particularly heightened sense of loss. Not only are we unable

to share our grief and recount our memories with others at a

funeral, but we are invariably left with a feeling that we have

missed out on seeing as much of our friends and loved ones as

we should have done. That focuses the mind like nothing else.

FUNERAL with just nine people in attendance is a

very difficult situation, as we discovered early in the

first lockdown when Deirdre’s mother died —

although I shall always remember the very moving spectacle

of her neighbours standing out in the street to pay their

respects.

Since then the racing industry has lost many supporters and

participants, people who died with Covid-19 and without.

Last month the toll included two great characters. One, Joe

Mercer, I knew well and had the pleasure of working with for

several years when he was racing manager to the late Sheikh

Maktoum al Maktoum. The other, Barney Curley, I didn’t

know as well, but certainly wish I had had the opportunity to

get to know better; by all accounts he was a wonderfully

generous and kind man. 

The period in which Joe Mercer was racing manager for

Sheikh Maktoum and a number of his friends and associates

under the Gainsborough Stud banner was a great era for

Johnston Racing. In addition to the mighty Shamardal, who

was considered by many, including me, to be the best horse I

ever trained, there were the Group 1 winners Princely Heir

and Lend a Hand, the champion Lucky Story, and countless

other top-class horses such as Land of Dreams, Zindabad and

Shanty Star.

It was incredible for me to be working with someone who

was a racing superstar, an idol of mine in my childhood and

teens. I could never have imagined, when I was first following

racing and dreaming of

working in the industry, that I

would ever meet Joe Mercer,

let alone have him come and

stay in my house. For Joe, of

course, it was no big deal and

he soon learned to make

himself at home. He would

often come to stay after he had

been racing at York and, if I

had a runner later in the day,

he would return home before me and  knew to let himself in

and help himself. I would arrive back to find that Joe had been

raking through our stock of red wine and had selected a nice

bottle. We enjoyed him coming to stay. He was very relaxed

and he made the whole job fun. There was very little pressure,

despite the high stakes.

I don’t think I saw Joe at all in the last 18 months of his life

but I asked after him, just two days before he died, when I met

his close friend and colleague Bruce Raymond at Newbury.

Bruce had spoken to Joe that morning and he said he was

well, ‘as sharp as ever’. 

I didn’t know Barney Curley nearly as well – he was never

in my house and I was never in his – but the little I knew of

him I liked.

I think I first heard of Barney when he was raffling his

house in Ireland. I may  have met him in 1985 or 1986 when I

vetted a horse he was selling as a point-to-pointer. But the

first time I can ever really remember talking to him was when

my career as a trainer had started to take off in the early 1990s
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and he approached me at Tattersalls sales. ‘We have to do

something about these bookmakers’, he said, somewhat

furtively. ‘We’re having a meeting’, and he pointed, ‘in there,

at 11 o’clock’. At the time I was starting to get noticed for

training winners and, believe it or not, I wasn’t sure if I

wanted to be noticed for anything else. I certainly wasn’t sure

if I wanted to be associated with this maverick Irishman

Barney Curley. On the other hand, even back then, when

prize-money was relatively good compared to today, I felt that

something had to be done and I couldn’t argue with what he

was saying. I just wasn’t sure if I wanted to be involved with

him. 

CREPT around the edge of the building at the appointed

time, in the hope that nobody would see me, but I

couldn’t believe my eyes when I entered the room. They

were all there: Michael Stoute, Luca Cumani, Barry Hills, Ian

and Toby Balding, all the leading lights of the training ranks. I

was stunned. I had no idea that Barney commanded so much

respect, but his impassioned speech soon showed me why he

did so. In the coming years he spoke to me on several other

occasions and I heard him speak a few times on the disjointed

relationship between racing and betting. He was a remarkable man with a desire to make things better for others.

I understand that Barney had been unwell for some time

and, as he had taken a step back from racing in recent years, it

is no fault of government restrictions that I did not see him for

quite some time but, nonetheless, news of his death came as a

further reminder of the hidden toll of this pandemic on the

interactions with our friends, family and colleagues.

So, yes, people are dying out there and I would never try to

make light of the numbers, particularly as I believe the death

rate above expectations in 2020 was greater in the UK than in

any of the world’s wealthiest nations. But, thankfully, people

are still living out there too and we should all try to make the

most of the time we have.

I don’t mean to be flippant when I say life goes on and so,

for the time being, does horseracing. And, regardless of the

doom and gloom merchants, life will go on for time beyond

the imagination of most, but the same is not guaranteed for

horseracing. It is, therefore, even in a pandemic, vital that we

continue to strive to ensure the health of the industry we, and

so many others, depend on. 

In the words of that great philosopher, Snoopy, in reply to

Charlie Brown stating ‘We only live once, Snoopy’: ‘Wrong,

we only die once. We live every day’.
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Barney Curley . . . a remarkable man

Joe Mercer after winning the 1980 St Leger on Light Cavalry


